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a b s t r a c t 

Device discovery is an integral part of Device-to-Device communications and a key prerequisite for the

introduction of proximity-aware services in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks. In this concept, we

provide a comprehensive study on device discovery protocols and we examine the key design aspects

towards an LTE-tailored device discovery. We give insights into the radio access approach that can be

used for device discovery, considering in-coverage synchronized devices that exploit a dedicated spec- 

trum portion to discover each other. Useful remarks on the optimal theoretical performance in terms of

the number of required discovery transmissions and time-slots are presented, while comparative simula- 

tion results for various radio access approaches are provided.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Direct communication has already been introduced by various

ireless technologies, such as Bluetooth and WiFi Direct, while

ts introduction to mobile networks is intensively studied under

he term device-to-device (D2D) communications. D2D communi-

ations include both unicast and multicast transmissions, which

ay be performed in one or multiple hops. Compared to the cur-

ent direct communication technologies, D2D may exploit the co-

rdination from the mobile network and the use of the licensed

pectrum to guarantee high quality data and voice connections

ith no manual network detection/selection. Compared to the con-

entional mobile communication, the short distance between D2D

eers provides better link conditions and, thus, more efficient con-

ection with lower energy consumption. Since the intermediate

ransmissions to a base station are avoided, higher spatial spec-

rum reuse levels may be achieved, leading to higher overall spec-

ral efficiency. From the operators’ point of view, new business

odels may be designed, while new types of services or charging

olicies may be launched. Additionally, the opportunity for D2D

ommunication in out-of-coverage scenarios will inevitably affect

he way that current social media and public safety services are

rovided. 

Considering all the aforementioned potential benefits, several

orks in the literature deal with the technical challenges towards

ealizing the D2D concept. The main network related aspects for

ntroducing D2D communication in mobile networks are presented
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n [1] and [2] , while thorough surveys on open D2D technical chal-

enges can be found in [3] and [4] . Specific issues related to D2D

or Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks are listed in [5] . A key

oint that emerges from these studies is that the critical prereq-

isite for the establishment of a D2D connection is the solution

f the device discovery problem, i.e., the problem of meeting the

ommunication peers in time, frequency and space prior the estab-

ishment of the actual direct communication [6] . Device discovery

s also recognized as the main tool that provides devices with an

ugmented sense of the surrounding network, and, hence, it can

e seen as the main vehicle towards enabling proximity-aware ser-

ices. Presently, there are numerous device discovery approaches

n the literature for different technologies and scenarios, defining a

ital reference pool for the design of the device discovery in mod-

rn mobile networks, such as the LTE [7] . On this basis, we provide

 comprehensive study of the device discovery problem in LTE net-

orks. First, we classify state-of-the-art device discovery protocols

nd provide the key aspects towards an LTE-tailored device dis-

overy. Subsequently, we examine various radio access approaches

or device discovery, and discuss the optimal theoretical radio ac-

ess approach. Finally, we present comparative evaluation results

or the access approaches under study. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. An

verview of the most important categories of device discovery

rotocols is presented in Section 2 . Section 3 focuses on the

TE system and describes comprehensively recent device discov-

ry standardization efforts and LTE-tailored discovery protocols. In

ection 4 , design constraints toward efficiently exploiting a

requency-time block for discovery are described, while the main

adio access approaches that can be used for device discovery are

resented. Section 5 deals with performance aspects, and describes

seful remarks on the optimal theoretical performance of the radio

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.07.001
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Table 1 

An overview of device discovery protocols. 

Classification criterion Categories Advantages Disadvantages Example 

Network assistance level Network-assisted � Collisions control 

� Radio resource optimization 

� Multi-hop discovery 

� Inapplicable to out-of-coverage 

scenarios 

� Signaling 

[11,22,23,26,27] , 

Direct discovery � Applicable to out-of-coverage 

scenarios 

� Scalability 

� Collisions 

� Synchronization 

[13,19,24,25,28–31] 

Spectrum sharing approach Multiplexed � On demand discovery 

� Dynamic radio resource 

utilization 

� Inapplicable to out-of-coverage 

scenarios 

� Prolonged discovery time 

� Scalability issues 

[11,27] 

Frequency-time block � Flexibility 

� Scalability 

� Collisions 

� Synchronization 

[12,13,19,20–26,28–31] 

Radio access approach Random-access � Applicable to out-of-coverage 

scenarios 

� Simplicity 

� Collisions 

� Scalability issues 

[11,21,22,25,26,28–31] 

Contention-based � Applicable to out-of-coverage 

scenarios 

� Collision avoidance 

� Scalability issues 

� Extra radio resources for the 

contention resolution 

[19,20] 

Dedicated-access � Radio resource optimization 

� Collision avoidance 

� Signaling 

� Complexity 

[12,13,24,27] , 

Discovery signal format Data signal � One-step discovery 

� Fast D2D establishment after 

discovery 

� High radio resource 

consumption 

[13,22,26,27,29] 

Sequence-based � Low radio resource 

consumption 

� No modulation/demodulation 

� Sequence mapping to device 

identities is required 

[11,23,24] 

Hybrid � More flexible than Data-signal 

and more efficient than 

sequence-based 

� Complexity [22] 

Handshaking approach Request-Response � Reliability 

� On demand discovery 

� Time and radio resource 

consumption 

[20,23,25,27,28] 

Announcing � Scalability 

� Applicable for continuous 

discovery 

� Multiple device discovery 

� Scalability issues 

[11,13,19,21,22,24,26,29–31] 

Synchronization level Synchronous � Efficient spectrum access � Applicable to scenarios with 

infrastructure or GPS support 

[11,13,21,22,23,26,27,29,30] 

Asynchronous � Applicable to ad 

hoc/out-of-coverage scenarios 

� Additional radio resources for 

the synchronization 

mechanism 

� Higher energy consumption 

[19,20,24,25,28,31] 

User dependence Autonomous � Applicable to M2M 

communications 

� User Transparency 

� Privacy issues [11,13,21–24,26] 

User/Application 

-Triggered 

� Privacy control 

� On demand discovery 

� Scalability issues [19,20,25,27,28] 
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access procedure. Section 6 presents quantitative evaluation re-

sults, and, finally, Section 7 contains our conclusions. 

2. Device discovery protocols 

In this section, different classifications of the device discovery

protocols in the literature are presented. More specifically, seven

classification criteria are studied, namely the network assistance

level, the spectrum sharing approach, the radio access approach, the

discovery signal format, the handshaking approach, the synchroniza-

tion level, and the user dependence. The key protocol categories for

each one of these classifications are described below. For the con-
enience of the reader, Table 1 summarizes the major advantages

nd disadvantages of each protocol category together with a set of

epresentative references. 

Network assistance level. This classification criterion catego-

izes the discovery protocols according to the level of the net-

ork involvement in the discovery process, i.e., the level of depen-

ence on discovery management from an access or core network

ntity. On the one hand, the network-assisted device discovery pro-

ocols include protocols where the network: (i) defines the radio

esources that will be used for discovery, and/or (ii) specifies the

ccess priority to the radio resources (resource allocation), and/or

iii) collects discovery information to identify the vicinity of each
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evice. On the other hand, discovery protocols, in which the dis-

overy process is not supported/controlled by the network, called

ere direct device discovery protocols , are based on the pure ad hoc

ode, and the discovery peers have to deal with synchronization

nd spectrum sharing/access in a distributed manner. 

One of the advantages of the network-assisted device discovery

rotocols is that potential collisions can be avoided (e.g., [8] ), while

he discovery time can be effectively managed by the network.

dditionally, the discovery information can be centrally collected

nd exploited to optimize radio resource utilization for single-hop

nd multi-hop D2D communication. Moreover, the discovery pro-

ess can be accelerated through various ways, such as by exploit-

ng information about the cell that the discovering peers are as-

ociated with, or by enabling discovery signal transmissions only

hen there is a high probability to find discovery peers subscribed

o the same service [9] . The drawback for the network-assisted de-

ice discovery protocols is the signaling overhead and the need for

 continuous attachment to a central node. On the other hand, the

ey advantage of the direct device discovery protocols is the scal-

bility and the applicability in out-of-coverage scenarios, offered

ue to the distributed and network-independent notion of the ap-

roach. The disadvantage here is that for in-coverage scenarios vi-

al information from the network is not exploited, while collision

nd synchronization issues have to be faced. For instance, the net-

ork may be aware of the fact that a target device is attached to a

ifferent cell from that of the discovery transmitter. This informa-

ion is vital in order to avoid discovery transmissions to a physi-

ally unreachable target device. 

Spectrum sharing approach. This classification criterion cat-

gorizes the discovery protocols according to the way the ra-

io resources are shared between transmissions for communica-

ion (either direct or cellular) and transmissions for discovery.

he first category here is the device discovery protocols with mul-

iplexed transmissions where communication and discovery trans-

issions can be multiplexed in the frequency and time domain

FDM/TDM). Practically, in this category there is no specific spec-

rum portion that is assigned to a group of discovery peers for

he device discovery procedure. Accordingly, the second category

f this classification includes device discovery protocols where a

pecific frequency-time block is dynamically or statically assigned

o a set of discovery enabled devices. We refer to the protocols

f the latter category as device discovery protocols in frequency-time

lock. 

The device discovery protocols with multiplexed transmissions are

ore suitable when the discovery needs are not continuous and

ractically the discovery procedure is triggered on demand for spe-

ific devices. For instance, in the case where a device wants to

heck whether a target peer that uses a specific service is in its

icinity. However, for large numbers of discovering peers the dis-

overy process can be prolonged with negative effect on the de-

ices’ battery life. The protocols in this category belong also to

he category of network-assisted protocols (e.g., [11] ), since the

nvolvement of the network (e.g., the eNB) is required for multi-

lexing the discovery transmissions with the conventional cellular

nes. Practically, the eNB should have the full control of the spec-

rum sharing procedure to dynamically serve individual discovery

equests and conventional cellular communication requests (e.g.,

10] ). On the other hand, the device discovery protocols in frequency-

ime block allow the discovery devices to wake up only in a spe-

ific time-period to take part in the discovery process. Also, since

 frequency-time block is devoted for discovery transmissions, high

exibility is provided for the radio resource sharing among discov-

ry transmitters. 

Radio access approach. The categorization here is based on

ow the discovery peers access the radio resources to transmit de-

ice discovery signals. The first category is the random-access de-
ice discovery protocols, referring to a totally random selection of

adio resources for a discovery signal transmission. The second cat-

gory is the dedicated-access device discovery protocols where the

pectrum access problem is resolved by following a centralized or

istributed radio resource allocation scheme. Finally, a contention-

ased collision-avoidance access can be applied, which defines the

ollision-avoidance device discovery protocols . 

For the dedicated-access device discovery protocols there are two

ain approaches. The first is the centralized one where a central

ode decides how the available spectrum resources are allocated

o the devices (e.g., [12] ). The advantage here is that potentially an

ptimal allocation can be achieved, at the cost of extra signaling

o build the proximity map at the central node. The second and

ore challenging approach for the dedicated-access device discovery

rotocols is the distributed one where pseudorandom sequences

r frequency hopping schemes are used (e.g., [13] ). As shown in

14] , the performance of the protocols in this category is much

etter than that of the totally random access schemes. Based on

his observation, a set of solutions has been proposed exploiting

ainly the properties of prime numbers (e.g., [15–18] ) . However,

he simplicity and the independence of the network support pro-

ided by the random-access device discovery protocols are quite ap-

ealing characteristics. On the other hand, the key advantage of the

ollision-avoidance approaches is that they can sufficiently handle

he potential collisions among discovery transmissions in a fully

istributed fashion [19,20] , at the cost of spending some radio re-

ources to resolve the contention. 

Discovery signal format. Device discovery protocols can also be

lassified according to the format of the discovery signal, referring

o the information that is included in the discovery signal. Three

ifferent categories are identified. The first one, called here as the

equence-based device discovery protocols , refers to protocols where

 specific sequence is used as a beacon for the discovery process.

he second category, called here as the data-signal device discovery

rotocols , includes protocols where specific information is included

n the discovery signals. Finally, there are protocols that lie in-

etween these two categories, called here as the hybrid-signal de-

ice discovery protocols, where the discovery process exploits both

equence beacons and information-rich discovery signals. 

The simplicity and the low radio resource consumption are the

ain advantages of the sequence-based device discovery protocols.

owever, for these protocols a second discovery step (e.g., [11] )

r an indirect map of device identities to sequences is required

e.g., [21] ) to complete the device detection. On the other hand,

n data-signal device discovery protocols, the discovering signals are

nriched with useful information, which may lead to a neighbor

iscovery in one step (with a single transmission) and can be used

or accelerating the establishment of a D2D communication af-

er the discovery. However, more radio resources are required and

odulation/demodulation is needed for each discovery signal. The

ain difference between the sequence-based protocols and the

ata-signal ones is that in the former the discovery signals do not

arry data that refer to the transmitter. Actually, in sequence-based

rotocols each device is assigned a sequence that indirectly refers

o its identity. This means that no modulation demodulation is ap-

lied to the discovery signal. An example of this procedure is the

peration of the physical random access channel (PRACH) of the

TE system, where orthogonal sequences are generated from the

ame Zadoff-Chu sequence and used by the devices to access the

pectrum. Finally, hybrid-signal device discovery protocols have been

roposed . They try to reap the benefits of both approaches by us-

ng a sequence as a prefix to the data-enriched discovery signal

22] . 

Handshaking approach. This classification criterion divides the

evice discovery protocols into those that are based on a request-

esponse procedure, refer to here as the request-response device
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discovery protocols , and the announcing device discovery protocols ,

which are based on beacon transmissions that announce the pres-

ence of a device to its neighborhood and listen to other devices’

announcing signals. 

In the first category, each discovering device sends a request

and waits for response from one or multiple discoverable peers. In

the case of multiple discoverable devices the use of sequences is

preferable [23] . This category of protocols is appropriate for a low

number of devices and applicable in discovery scenarios for dis-

covery peers that are subscribed to the same application. On the

other hand, for continuous discovery, the request-response hand-

shaking is time and resource consuming and the announcing device

discovery protocols are preferred. The announcing device discovery

protocols are also suitable for constantly tracking the evolution of

the network topology. However, for these protocols the selection of

the announcing period is an open issue. 

Synchronization level. This criterion examines whether a de-

vice discovery protocol is applicable to synchronized devices.

The first category includes protocols that assume synchronization

among the devices and are referred to as synchronous device discov-

ery protocols . The second category, called here asynchronous device

discovery protocols, includes protocols that provide jointly discovery

and synchronization. To be more precise, the difference between

the synchronous and asynchronous discovery protocols is that the

former apply only to an environment that the synchronization is

guaranteed. Asynchronous protocols, on the other hand, provide

integrated solutions where the neighborhood detection is appli-

cable in asynchronous environments (in other words, loss of syn-

chronization does not affect their applicability). As expected, the

synchronous device discovery protocols have a head start in terms

of performance. However, they require a central coordinator or a

common global clock. On the contrary, the asynchronous device dis-

covery protocols are appropriate for out-of-coverage scenarios, at

the cost of higher energy and spectrum consumption. Some of the

asynchronous device discovery protocols resolve the synchronization

prior to the actual discovery transmissions, such as the WiFi ad hoc

mode in [19] and the Firefly-inspired scheme in [24] , while other

protocols of this category bypass the problem by using collision-

avoidance methods [25] . Actually, the approaches in the latter case

do not force the devices to transmit on a slotted basis; instead,

they let discovery enabled devices to access the radio resources on

demand by postponing their transmissions according to a random

back-off time window. 

User dependence. This classification criterion examines

whether the users are directly or indirectly involved in the discov-

ery process. The involvement refers either to a direct triggering of

the discovery process by the user or a specific proximity applica-

tion; thus, we use the term user-triggered device discovery protocols .

On the contrary, autonomous device discovery protocols have been

defined where the devices discover each other in a continuous

and user/application transparent way. 

User-triggered protocols support on demand discovery, con-

trolled manually by the user or initiated by a discovery applica-

tion. In user-triggered device discovery protocols, end-users have

full control of the process. This approach guarantees privacy, but

lacks scalability. The application-triggered device discovery proto-

cols restrict the number of devices that can be discovered to those

that have subscribed to a specific service. This may save energy

and resources for a single application; however, useless discovery

repetitions may be performed in the physical layer when multi-

ple independent proximity applications are used. To clarify this

statement, assume that an application requests proximity informa-

tion, and thus the physical layer sends discovery signals (a conse-

quence of some neighbors being detected). If a second application

requests proximity information, the procedure is repeated. How-

ever, the second transmission of the discovery signals may be re-
undant, since proximity information is already available at the ap-

lication layer. In other words, in the case that the discovery pro-

ess is performed on demand, triggered by the application layer,

ross-layer coordination or collaboration of the proximity applica-

ions is required. The autonomous device discovery protocols refer to

n open discovery approach where all physical neighbors of a de-

ice are discoverable. These protocols are applicable to Machine-to-

achine (M2M) communications where autonomous devices dis-

over their neighbors and establish direct communications. How-

ver, a minimum permission of the end-user is needed to guaran-

ee privacy. 

. Device discovery protocols for LTE networks 

Standardization efforts for the device discovery procedure in

TE networks have already begun in 3GPP Rel. 12 ( [32–34] ), while

ecent recommendations for the main discovery scenarios can be

ound in [35] . In parallel, a variety of LTE discovery protocols has

een proposed in the literature (e.g., [11,23,26] ). In this section,

rst we discuss standardization efforts for device discovery in LTE

etworks, in combination with the classification criteria introduced

n Section 2 . Subsequently, we summarize the important aspects

hat should be considered towards an LTE-tailored device discov-

ry, and refer to some related solutions. 

.1. LTE device discovery aspects 

Network assistance level. 3GPP promotes both in-coverage and

ut-of-coverage D2D communication with priority to public safety

ervices. For the in-coverage scenarios, the discovery procedure is

xpected to adopt network-assisted protocols to increase the ef-

ciency of the discovery procedure, as well as to guarantee that

he control of the communication remains at the operator’s hands

owner of the spectrum). 

Spectrum sharing approach. In terms of spectrum sharing,

oth device discovery protocols in a frequency-time block and pro-

ocols with multiplexed transmissions abide by the 3GPP recom-

endations. In 3GPP TR 36.843 [32] , the first category is referred

o as discovery Type 1, while the second category as Type 2. More

pecifically, in Type 1, a pool of radio resources is allocated to dis-

overy enabled devices or Users Equipment (UE), while, in Type 2,

pecific discovery resources are allocated to each UE either for in-

tant transmission or in a semi-persistence way. For both Type 1

nd Type 2 discovery, UEs transmit their discovery signals and re-

eive discovery signals from other UEs subject to half-duplex con-

traint, one of the key practical constraints for the transceivers that

ffects the performance of the discovery process, as explained in

he next section. 

Radio access approach. The radio access approach for device

iscovery in LTE systems is an open issue. The main dilemma is

hich part of the conventional cellular spectrum, DL or UL, could

donate” some radio resources for the discovery transmissions. This

onation means that part of the cellular spectrum (DL or UL) will

e allocated for discovery transmissions (LTE Type 1 discovery (e.g.,

13] )) either exclusively or under a spatial spectrum reuse scheme

 [36,37] ). In both cases, potential interferences may occur among

he discovery transmissions, resulting in discovery collisions that

xacerbate the performance of the discovery process. However, in

he UL case, the performance is further affected, since there is also

nterference from the cellular transmissions. The option of exploit-

ng the UL band for discovery transmissions is recommended by

GPP [35] . This option is also adopted by the majority of the ap-

roaches in the literature, mainly due to the fact that the UL spec-

rum portion is more appealing for spatial spectrum reuse and it is

ess utilized compared to the DL band (the end-devices commonly

emand more DL than UL resources). 
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Another important aspect that should be considered in design-

ng LTE-compliant radio access is that both UEs in RRC_IDLE mode

nd in RRC_CONNECTED mode should be supported. Note that the

iscovery approaches that use the conventional resource allocation

rocess may involve only RRC_CONNECTED UEs, since the RRC con-

ection process is required before the base station or evolved Nobe

 (eNB) performs the radio resource assignments to UEs [27,38] .

hus, they are more valid for checking the proximity of two UEs

uring the D2D communication, or in device discovery scenarios

here the transmission of interference-free discovery signals is of

igh importance (e.g., public safety scenarios). In [38] , it is shown

hat discovery approaches that are applicable in cases where the

Es are in IDLE mode consume less energy, but, after the detec-

ion of the peers, they need more time for the establishment of

he D2D connection. It is worth noting that the discovery solutions

hat involve UEs in IDLE mode should be conducted in a dedicated

pectrum portion, i.e., a spectrum portion exclusively allocated for

iscovery transmissions. A potential approach is to adopt a peri-

dic semi-persistent allocation of a frequency-time block for device

iscovery transmissions. Since the UEs in IDLE mode do not lis-

en to the DL resource allocation messages in each subframe, the

llocation messages for the device discovery transmitters may be

ncluded in a System Information Block (SIB). 

Discovery signal format. The main approach that is supported

y 3GPP for the discovery signal format is to be a data-enriched

ignal. However, there is also option of transmitting a “discovery

reamble” prior to transmission of a discovery data-signal, which

ill be composed by a sequence similar to the D2DSS signal [32] . 

Handshaking approach. 3GPP endorses the design of both

equest-response device discovery protocols and announcing device

iscovery protocols . Actually, the protocols in the latter category

ay follow the discovery Model A ("I am here") while the former

nes the discovery Model B ("who is there"/"are you there"), as

escribed by 3GPP in [51] . 

Synchronization level. Regarding the synchronization level,

ynchronization through D2D synchronization sequences is consid-

red for both in-coverage and out-of-coverage scenarios. To this

nd, a D2D synchronization source (the base station or a dele-

ate UE in out-of-coverage scenarios) transmits D2D synchroniza-

ion signals (D2DSS), which may be used by UEs to obtain time

nd frequency synchronization. Consequently, the main focus is on

ynchronous device discovery protocols. 

User dependence. Regarding the user dependence criterion,

wo basic categories have been defined by 3GPP. The Open ProSe

iscovery and the Restricted ProSe Discovery . The open ProSe Dis-

overy refers to the case where there is no explicit permission

rom the UE being discovered, while the Restricted ProSe Discov-

ry only takes place with explicit permission from the UE being

iscovered. The potential restriction is an application layer opera-

ion, and, thus, the physical layer device discovery procedures are

dentical for both categories. 

.2. LTE-tailored discovery protocols 

Various LTE-tailored discovery protocols have been proposed in

he literature (e.g., [11,26,22] ). In [11] , a device discovery protocol

s proposed for the in-coverage scenario, considering a set of UEs

ttached to the same cell. The key advantage of this work is that

t is compliant to the 3GPP standardization requirements (for in-

overage discovery) and also the fact that the proximity map of the

etwork is constructed at the eNB, providing an important asset

or potential one-hop or multi-hop D2D resource allocation. How-

ver, this scheme inherits the disadvantages of the device discovery

rotocols with multiplexed transmissions, where the total duration

f the discovery procedure (construction of the proximity map) is

ong, i.e., UEs RF need to be active for a long period leading to a
horter battery life. In [26] , the device discovery among UEs at-

ached to the same cell is also examined. In this case, UEs request

or resources for device discovery transmissions through the ran-

om access channel (RACH), and the eNB allocated for discovery a

requency-time discovery block with size proportional to the num-

er of UEs. The discovery block here includes a set of non-adjacent

ubframes, and it is allocated in a semi-persistent way, following

 frequency hopping scheme on the Physical Uplink Shared Chan-

el (PUSCH). A weak aspect of this approach is that the protocol

orces all the UEs to transmit in every discovery block. Another ex-

mple for discovering UEs attached to the same cell is proposed

n [12] . In [12] , the eNB allocates to each RRC_CONNECTED UE a

pecific spectrum portion from a predefined frequency-time block

o transmit its discovery signal. In [23] , a device discovery proto-

ol that can be exploited for discovery between UEs attached to

ifferent cells of the same public land mobile network (PLMN) is

roposed. The eNB allocates resources for discovery transmissions

sing a D2D-SIB messages that can be listened by UEs in neighbor-

ng cells. However, since it follows a request-response handshaking

pproach the optimization of protocol parameters, such as the re-

pond time offset, is an open challenge. 

A key discovery solution for LTE networks has been described

y Qualcomm [39] under the term LTE-Direct . LTE-Direct uses the

plink resources in an LTE FDD system and dedicated frames in

n LTE TDD system. The device discovery procedure in LTE-Direct

akes place in a frequency-time resource block, such as that de-

ned by 3GPP [35] (i.e., radio resources that lasts 64 ms every

0 s in 10 MHz spectrum band), while all discovery enabled UEs

an broadcast their needs and services via a 128-bit beacon called

expression”, which includes a service-layer identifier. The solution

escribes also how devices, subscribed to different operators, can

iscover each other. Open challenge here is the radio access ap-

roach for efficiently exploiting the frequency-time resource block.

or the rest of the paper we focus on this challenge. 

. Radio access approaches for device discovery 

In this section, we concentrate our interest in the radio access

art of the discovery process. We focus on synchronized discovery

nabled devices which are in-network coverage, and use a peri-

dically available frequency-time block for discovery purposes. We

iscuss design constraints related to the use of this frequency-time

lock for efficient discovery, and we list the key access approaches

hat can be adopted. 

.1. Radio resources for device discovery 

Adopting recent 3GPP recommendations [35] , we assume that

 portion of the UL cellular spectrum composes a frequency-time

lock available for device discovery. It consists of N F Resource Blocks

 RBs ) for a period of N T (adjacent or not) slots, as shown in Fig. 1 .

 RB spans over 180 KHz in frequency domain, while a slot lasts

.5 ms. The radio resources included in a RB for the duration of

 slot define a physical RB ( PRB ) and can carry a single discovery

ignal. 

Since a frequency-time block is used, practical issues are raised

y the principle characteristics of radio transceivers. The major one

s called half-duplex constraint and refers to the inability of a ra-

io transceiver to receive and transmit concurrently. This means

hat, regardless the number of available channels, a transmitting

evice cannot discover other devices during its transmission. Addi-

ionally, the finite dynamic range of the transceiver device should

e taken into account, referring to the inability of the receiver

o receive a weak signal if concurrently receives a strong signal

n another frequency. Discovery performance is strongly correlated

ith those characteristics, since they affect the number of radio
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Fig. 1. The N F · N T frequency-time block that is exploited for discovery transmis- 

sions. 
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resources (PRB) that can be selected by a device for the discovery

transmissions. As shown in [13] , for both the half-duplex constraint

and the finite dynamic range problems, frequency hopping provides

an efficient solution. Another constraint that resides at the radio

transceiver is the robustness in reception of time and/or frequency

shifted signals due to the loose synchronization between the peers.

For the LTE networks, where the Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiplexing (OFDM) technique is adopted, the use of an adapted

cyclic prefix (CP) in each transmitted symbol seems to be a rea-

sonable choice [13] . 

Beyond the constraints defined by the transceivers, wireless en-

vironment constraints can affect the way that the radio resources

are exploited. In this context, one of the main questions is whether

the detection of a discovery signal at one of the discovery peers, is

enough for establishing a bidirectional D2D link. In other words,

the question is whether the wireless link between two peers can

be considered equal for both directions. Generally, such communi-

cation symmetry is a common assumption in the literature, which

assists the protocol design and analysis. Another issue is the dis-

covery signal variations due to multipath fading, user mobility etc.,

requiring frequency and time diversity of the discovery transmis-

sions (e.g., through frequency hopping). These signal variations can

lead to miss detection or false discovery, representing either the

case where a failed decoding of a discovery signal erroneously

translated to inability for D2D communication or the case where

a discovery signal is detected but the establishment of D2D com-

munication is not guaranteed. 

4.2. Overview of radio access approaches for device discovery 

In this section, we study representative radio access candi-

dates for device discovery. The approaches under study have been

borrowed from synchronous discovery protocols dedicated to mo-

bile networks, or they are simple extensions of neighbor discov-

ery solutions initially proposed for wireless ad hoc networks (e.g.,

[29–31] ). 

4.2.1. Random picks over the discovery block 

The Random Picks (RP) approach assumes a fixed discovery

block with N T slots and N F channels and forces each device to

transmit in every discovery block. Specifically, each device (e.g., a

discovery enabled UE in the LTE network) selects independently

and with probability 1 
N F ·N T one PRB to transmit, and listens to

all the other PRB subject to the half-duplex constraint. This is a

simple approach, which is applicable to any in-coverage synchro-

nized discovery scenario, and, for an LTE network, it can be used
y both UEs in connected and idle mode. The main drawback is

he high number of collisions expected when the number of de-

ices attempting discovery is much higher that the discovery block

ize. To alleviate this problem, an extension of the PR approach

as been proposed in [26] , in which, the size of the frequency-

ime block can be adjusted based on a specific policy. For exam-

le, if the number of attempting devices is available, the size of

he frequency-time block can be adjusted accordingly. Practically,

he performance is controlled due to dynamic change of the re-

ources allocated for discovery. However, in communication sys-

ems like LTE, to retrieve in a central node the number of de-

ices that attempt device discovery is a complicated issue, espe-

ially when they are in idle mode. 

.2.2. Aloha based solutions 

Multiple variations of the well known Aloha protocol can be ex-

loited for device discovery. We list the most important of them

elow. The main difference from the random picks approaches is

hat the number of transmitting devices is reduced based on a

ransmission probability. Thus, fewer collisions are expected at the

ost of higher discovery latency. 

Multi-Channel Slotted Aloha (SA-MC). It is an extension of the

ure slotted Aloha approach and represents the case where the

iscovery block is defined by N F · 1 PRBs. The pure slotted Aloha

pproach states that in each single slot, every device independently

hooses to transmit a discovery message with probability p and

isten with probability 1 − p. As has been shown in [31] , for m

evices in the network the optimal value that minimizes the dis-

overy time is p = 

1 
m 

. In a multichannel environment, where N F 

RBs are available, each device chooses with equal probability a

RB to transmit, and thus, on average we have m / N F devices per

RB. Subsequently, each device that has selected a specific PRB

ransmits with probability p = 

1 
m/ N F 

. Note that when m < N F each

evice transmits with probability one. The main drawback of this

pproach is that the knowledge of number of attempting devices

s required at each device, or else a central node need to broad-

ast the transmission probability that may be used. However, ap-

roaches that relax this requirement may be designed. For the sin-

le channel case, the study in [40] validates the hypothesis that

n overestimation of the number of neighboring devices is prefer-

ble to an underestimation, when it comes to the calculation of

he transmission probability. Additionally, in [41] , the authors pro-

ose a phase-based discovery process, where each phase, r , lasts

or 2 r+1 eln 2 r slots, and the transmission probability in the specific

hase is p = 

1 
2 r 

. In this way, they guarantee that the discovery time

s no more than twice the time that would be needed in the case

hat the number of devices was known. 

Block-Channel Slotted Aloha (SA-BC). This approach uses the

ame principles as the SA-MC, but here the discovery block is de-

ned by N F · N T PRBs. Each device selects a PRB randomly and

hen transmits with probability p = 

1 
m/ ( N F ·N T ) . Similarly to the SA-

C approach, when m < N F · N T , each device transmits with prob-

bility one. Practically, when m < N F · N T , the devices behave as

n the very simple and information-free RP approach. Actually, in-

tead of changing the size of the discovery block to serve more

evices, some of devices refrain from transmitting with specific

robability, which is related to the number of attempting devices.

hus, as in SA-MC approach, the number of attempting devices is

equired to be known at the devices. 

.2.3. Resource allocation 

Centralized or distributed resource allocation schemes can also

e exploited for the radio access of discovery transmissions. Re-

ource allocation can provide optimal performance especially when

he approach is fully centralized. However, for device discovery
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he distributed approaches are more appealing, since the collec-

ion of the required information at a central node is practically a

emanding process. Fundamental and distinguishing resource allo-

ation approaches are listed below. 

Basic Resource Allocation (RA-B). In this approach, a specific

RB of the frequency-time block is allocated to a device to transmit

 discovery signal. A centralized or a distributed procedure guaran-

ees that different PRBs are allocated to each one of the first N F ·
 T devices, thus, orthogonal PRBs are allocated, avoiding collisions.

or the rest devices (above the first N F · N T ), the PRBs are assigned

andomly. This approach is quite appealing, especially in case that

 distributed scheme can guarantee the orthogonality in the allo-

ation. However, more sophisticated approaches may be used for

ense scenarios where m > N F · N T . An example is the Location-

ased Resource Allocation (RA-LB). In this approach, towards maxi-

izing the spatial reuse, a PRB is allocated to multiple devices, tar-

eting at minimizing the mutual interference, and thus, the num-

er of collisions. That can be performed by exploring devices loca-

ion information. The allocation is as follows. A central node (e.g.,

he eNB for an LTE network) allocates orthogonal PRBs to each ran-

omly selected device until all PRBs are occupied (i.e., for the first

 F · N T discovery attempting devices). If the number of devices in

ore than N F · N T , i.e., m > N F · N T , then the rest devices are se-

ected in random order, and for each selected device, the central

ode allocates the PRB which is used by other devices of which the

inimum distance to the selected device is maximized. Practically,

n this approach a reselection process is needed to avoid deadlock

cenarios, due to the half-duplex constraint. Additionally, one key

equirement is collection of the location information at the central

ode, which by itself is a quite challenging problem. For applying

uch an approach in an LTE network, we should consider that the

evices attempting discovery have to be in connected mode to be

ble to participate in the resource allocation procedure. 

FlashLinQ Random (FQ-R) [13] . In this approach, the PRBs are

epresented by a set of IDs called PDRIDs (Peer Discovery Resource

Ds). Each one of the N F · N T PDRIDs refers to a pair of indices

 J, I ), where J is between 0 and N F − 1 and I is between 0 and

 T − 1 . A device selects randomly one of the PDRIDs and then is

tilizes a time and frequency hopping sequence to decide in which

RBs will transmit for a repetition period defined by N T frequency-

ime blocks (recall that each block consists of N F · N T PRBs). The

ime and frequency hopping approach is based on prime number

roperties and alleviate the performance reduction due to the half-

uplex and the finite dynamic range constraints. To this end, the

urations of the frequency-time block N T is chosen to be a power

f a prime number. This approach can be seen as a realization of

he RA-B in a distributed manner. 

FlashLinQ Greedy (FQ-G) [13] . As in the FQ-R, in this approach

he PRBs are represented by a set of PDRIDs. Each one of the N F 

N T PDRIDs refers to a pair of indices ( J, I ), where J is between 0

nd N F − 1 and I is between 0 and N T − 1 . Each PDRID defines a

ime and frequency hopping sequence for N T sequential frequency-

ime blocks. However, here a device selects randomly one of the

% less congested PDRIDs after a sensing process. For the sensing

ealization, a device refrains from transmission based on a specific

ransmission probability. The main intention of this procedure is to

rovide devices with the energy level in each PRB and assist them

o select a low-congestion PDRID. Practically, this is a distributed

ay to apply a resource allocation scheme where each device is

llocated the PRB with the least interference (as in the RA-LB ap-

roach), at the cost of sacrificing some resources for sensing. The

andom selection among the 5% of the less congested PDRIDs, as

n alternative of the direct selection of the less congested PDRID,

s introduced toward alleviating the local collision problem. This

roblem arises since devices that are in close proximity may see

imilar energy for all the PDRIDs and inevitably select the same
DRIDs for a long period, without managing to discover each other.

verall, the FQ-G approach provides a solid and LTE compliant so-

ution for device discovery radio access. However, the transmission

robability is an important performance factor and the choice of a

roper value for it is an open problem for further study. 

. Performance aspects 

Various performance metrics can be considered to efficiently

valuate a discovery protocol that exploits a frequency-time block

or the discovery transmissions. The most important of them are

he energy consumed, the amount of resources used, and the la-

ency. 

The energy consumption is close-related with (i) the duration of

he duty cycle, i.e., the percentage of time where a device is on for

ransmitting discovery signals or listening to other devices, and (ii)

he amount of discovery transmissions needed per device before

he completion of the discovery process. Since devices are gener-

lly battery-powered and current battery capacities cannot afford

lways-on radio, a spectrum access approach has to take into con-

ideration that a long duty cycle exacerbates the battery life of the

evices, while a short one prolongs the discovery time. Addition-

lly, since the most energy consuming process in wireless com-

unications is the radio transmission, a main target should be to

inimize the useless discovery transmission, referring mainly to

nterfering transmissions by two or more devices (collisions) and

o transmissions that lead to missed-discoveries due to the half-

uplex constraint. 

The amount of radio resources that are used for the discovery

rocess is another key performance metric. On the one hand radio

esources are sparse, requiring sophisticated utilization and smart

xploitation, while on the other hand, device discovery is intro-

uced as an additional prerequisite for the D2D communication,

nd, thus, its impact on the expensive licensed spectrum should be

inimized. For a discovery scheme, this performance metric can

e quantified as the ratio between the amount of useful PRBs (lead

o a discovery) and the total amount of the PRBs used. 

Finally, another important performance metric for the device

iscovery process is the discovery latency, measuring the time re-

uired for discovery. Practically, this metric refers to the number

f time-slots needed either at a device to detect all its neighbors

r at a central node to build the total discovery map (proximity

ap). Discovery process should keep this value low to abide by

2D application layer constraints and to avoid miss detections due

o users’ mobility. 

.1. Remarks on the optimal performance 

As a radio resource management problem, the performance of

he discovery process can be optimized through a central resource

llocator that decides which devices will transmit to each PRB of

he discovery block. Theoretically, for the optimal performance in

erms of energy consumption, the allocation process should guar-

ntee that the lowest number of discovery transmissions is used.

n the following, we investigate allocation schemes that achieve

he minimum latency subject to the use of the lowest number of

iscovery transmissions. We consider two scenarios: (1) the neigh-

or discovery scenario , where the target is each device to detect the

resence of all its neighbors, and (2) the proximity map scenario ,

here the target is the central resource allocator to retrieve the

omplete proximity map. 

.1.1. Performance bounds for the neighbor discovery scenario 

For the neighbor discovery scenario , a key remark is that under

he minimum energy consumption, the allocation scheme guar-

ntees zero collisions and zero missed-discoveries due to the half
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duplex constraint. Practically, this means that, in the optimal case,

the number of PRBs needed for the discovery procedure equals the

number of devices m . This is a straightforward result, since each

device should transmit at least once to announce its presence.

The question that arises is about the allocation scheme that can

guarantee the minimum latency, subject to the use of only m PRBs

for the discovery process. Theoretically, when a N F · N T block of

resources is available and the allocator has the full knowledge of

the network topology, we can achieve this by allowing the devices

not in proximity (i.e., the devices located at a distance higher than

the discovery range) to transmit in PRBs of the same slot. The

challenge for the allocator is to find the minimum number of inde-

pendent (not in proximity) sets of devices, and allocate each set to

PRBs of the same slot. In that way, the lower bound of the latency

is achieved. Note that, since the number of PRBs of the same slot

is up to N F , when the devices in an independent set are more than

N F , the allocator may exploit PRBs of a following frequency-time

block or empty PRBs in the same block. For simplicity, in the anal-

ysis below we assume that the number of elements in each set is

less than or equal to N F . Let the proximity graph G ( V, E ), where V

is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. A vertex represents

one device and therefore the size of the set V equals the number

of devices, i.e., m = | V | . Also, an edge between two vertices indi-

cates the proximity of the devices represented by these vertices.

Remark 1 can be used to calculate the minimum number of inde-

pendent sets, and, thus, the lower bound of the discovery latency. 

Remark 1. Under the neighbor discovery scenario, the minimum

discovery latency, denoted here by L −, subject to (i) use of m PRBs,

(ii) avoid miss discoveries due to the half-duplex constraint, and

(iii) guarantee zero collisions, equals the chromatic number of the

proximity graph, χ ( G ), i.e., 

L − = χ( G ) (1)

Proof of Remark 1. By the definition of the half-duplex constraint,

two devices in proximity that transmit in the same slot cannot dis-

cover each other. Thus, to avoid miss discoveries due to the half

duplex constraint, in each slot, only devices that are not in prox-

imity and, thus, are represented with vertices that are colored with

the same color can transmit concurrently. Consequently, the mini-

mum number of slots required for the discovery process equals the

minimum number of colors needed to color the proximity graph,

i.e., the chromatic number, χ ( G ). 

Based on graph theory, for the minimum discovery latency, L −,

it holds that 

| V | 
a ( G ) 

≤ L − ≤ � + 1 (2)

where a ( G ) is the independent number of the proximity graph G

(i.e., the number of nodes that define the maximum independent

set), and � the maximum degree of the graph G . Focusing on the

left branch of inequality ( 2 ), a vertex coloring of graph G corre-

sponds to a partition of each vertex set into independent subsets.

Hence, the minimum number of colors needed in a vertex color-

ing, i.e., the chromatic number χ ( G ), is at least the ratio of the

number of vertices in G and the independent number a ( G ), i.e.,

| V |/ a ( G ). The second branch of inequality ( 2 ) is a direct application

of Brooks Theorem [42] , according to which the chromatic number

of a graph is at most the maximum degree �, unless the graph is

complete or an odd cycle, where � + 1 colors are required. Thus,
| V | 

a (G ) 
≤ χ(G ) ≤ � + 1 , and by using Remark 1 , | V | 

a (G ) 
≤ L − ≤ � + 1 .

Note that for a set of devices that define a clique, i.e., their prox-

imity graph is a complete graph, the lower bound of discovery la-

tency, L −, equals the number of devices m , since in a clique graph

the chromatic number equals the number of vertices and m = | V | . 
.1.2. Performance bounds for the proximity map scenario 

In the proximity map scenario , the performance bounds provided

bove still hold, but they can become tighter since the requirement

ere is to acquire the proximity map at a central node and not

ach device to detect its neighbors. Remark 2 below defines the

inimum number of devices that should transmit to retrieve the

roximity map. 

emark 2. Let A denote the maximum independent set of ver-

ices of the proximity graph, and a (G ) = | A | denote the cardinal-

ty of this set (i.e., the independent number), then the set dif-

erence V ′ = V \ A is the minimum set of vertices with which all

he edges of the proximity graph are attached. Since the prox-

mity of two devices is represented by an edge, Remark 2 means

hat | V ′ | = | V | − | A | is the minimum number of devices that should

ransmit to retrieve the proximity graph. 

roof of Remark 2. (proof by contradiction). Assume that there

xists a set of vertices V 

′′ , with | V 

′′ | < | V 

′ |, where all the edges of

he proximity graph were attached to vertices of the V 

′′ set. This

eans that the remaining vertices, i.e., the set of vertices V \ V 

′′ 
hould define an independent set A 

′ with cardinality | A 

′ |, where

 V ′′ | = | V | − | A 

′ | . However, the assumption that | V 

′′ | < | V 

′ | leads to

he inequality | V ′′ | − | A 

′ | < | V | − | A | , | A 

′ | > | A | , i.e., the hypothesis

hat the set A is the maximum independent set is violated. 

Based on Remark 1 and Remark 2 the following result for the

iscovery latency can be extracted under the proximity map sce-

ario. 

emark 3. Under the proximity map scenario, for the minimum

iscovery latency, L −, subject to (i) use of |V 

′ | PRBs, (ii) avoid miss

iscoveries due to the half-duplex constraint, and (iii) guarantee

ero collisions„ it holds that 

 

− ≤ χ( G ) − 1 (3)

roof of Remark 3. As stated in Remark 1 , only devices that are

ot in proximity should transmit in the same slot, i.e., only de-

ices that are represented by vertices that are colored with the

ame color can transmit concurrently. Additionally, according to

emark 2 , the number of transmitting devices in the proximity

ap scenario is | V ′ | = | V | − a (G ) . However, the maximum inde-

endent set includes at least the vertices of one color class (ver-

ices colored with the same color), since by definition a color class

s an independent set, and thus, if some vertices of a specific color

lass are included in the maximum independent set the rest of ver-

ices of the same class should be included. Otherwise, the defini-

ion of the maximum independent set is violated, since there are

emaining independent vertices that are not included in the set,

nd thus, the set is not the maximum. Consequently, the discovery

atency can be reduced by at least one slot, a slot that includes the

ransmissions of a single color class. 

.2. Feasibility of the optimal performance – the discovery validation 

ase 

Taking into account that the device discovery process is a con-

inuous process where the devices need to frequently validate their

roximity [43] , the analysis above can be used to accelerate the

iscoveries that follow the initial discovery. From this perspective,

nstead of repeating the device discovery process, the devices can

xploit past discovery results and follow a proximity validation ap-

roach. In other words, the knowledge of the devices that have

een detected in recent past can drive the radio access in sequen-

ial discoveries. Note that the graph representation of the devices’

roximity, which is used in the analysis above, is a widely accepted

pproach, and it is currently exploited for various problems such as

he D2D resource allocation [44–46] . 
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(a) Proximity graph (b) Allocation of the PRBs

Fig. 2. A colored proximity graph, G ( V, E ), with chromatic number χ(G ) = 5 and the representative allocation of the PRBs to the devices that minimizes the number of 

discovery transmissions. Each device is allocated only one PRB, while the neighbor discovery scenario is considered (all the devices should transmit). 
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Table 2 

Basic simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Device distribution Random 

Number of devices (sparse scenario) 100 

Number of devices (Dence scenario) 400 

Device density 2 . 5 · 10 −5 

Discovery range 500 m 

SIR threshold 0 dB 

Path loss model ITU-1411 LOS 

Radio band 2.6 GHz 

Discovery transmission power 23 dBm 

Number of RBs in the discovery block ( N F ) 7 

Number of slots in the discovery block ( N T ) 23 
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.2.1. Radio resource allocation for device discovery validation 

Consider that a N F · N T frequency-time block (as this depicted

n Fig. 1 ) is available for the validation process and that a resource

llocator is responsible for allocating the PRBs to discovery trans-

itters. Exploiting the results in previous section, the main steps

or validating the proximity with the minimum number of trans-

issions are the following: 

Step 1. The resource allocator creates the proximity graph G ( V,

E ) that represents the valid direct connections as resulted by

the initial discovery process (discovery history). 

Step 2. The graph is being colored using the minimum number

of colors. Practically, this can be achieved by a greedy al-

gorithm, such as the DSATUR graph coloring algorithm [47] .

Additionally, the maximum independent set A for the prox-

imity graph is found. An approximation of this quantity can

be given by the maximum set of vertices with the same

color. 

Step 3. The devices that are represented by vertices in the set

V \ A or the set V , referring to the proximity map scenario or

the neighbor discovery scenario , respectively, transmit their

discovery signal in PRBs of the frequency-time block as fol-

lows: 

� The devices that their corresponding vertices have the

same color are allocated to the same slot (parallel trans-

missions in different PRBs) 

� If the number of devices that their corresponding ver-

tices have the same color is higher than the number of

available RBs ( N F ) (i.e., PRBs in the same slot), the ex-

ceeding devices use the next available slot of the discov-

ery block. 

An example for the discovery validation described above is de-

icted in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 (a) includes the proximity graph after initial

iscovery, and Fig. 2 (b) the resulted allocations in the discovery

lock for discovery validation. 

. Evaluation results 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the radio access

pproaches described in Section 4 and compare them with the op-

imal theoretical bounds defined in Section 5 . More specifically, we

ocus on the RP, SA-MC, SA-BC, RA-B and FQ-G approaches and as-

ess them in terms of discovery latency and number of transmis-
ions required. To this end, we performed simulations in Matlab,

sing the parameters depicted in Table 2. 

The devices are randomly deployed in the grid, and each one

f them transmits discovery signals with fixed transmission power,

ssuming an interference limited environment. The path losses are

alculated according to the ITU-1411 LOS model [48] in 2.6 GHz

requency, one of the main models suitable for device discovery

imulations [35,49,50] . The neighbor discovery scenario is adopted ,

eaning that each device targets at detecting all its neighbors,

ince it is the most challenging scenario, and also it is compliant

o all the approaches under evaluation. At the initial stage of the

valuation process no discovery information is available at any de-

ice, while for the FQ-G approach we assume that the devices en-

er the system sequentially to acquire an initial estimation of the

xpected energy level at each PRB. The discovery process is termi-

ated when every device in the network have found all its neigh-

ors. 

A two-step evaluation methodology is followed, named the pure

ecoding and the SIR-based , respectively. In the first step, pure de-

oding receivers are considered, meaning that when two or more

evices transmit at the same PRB a collision occurs. This is a quite

seful step since it allows us to fairly compare the selected ap-

roaches with the optimal bounds defined in Section 5 . In the sec-

nd step, a reasonable SIR threshold is considered at each receiver,

hus, a collision occurs only when the interference results to lower

IR than this threshold. 

The evaluation process for each step considers two different

ases: the sparse deployment case , where the number of devices

ttempting discovery is lower than the available PRBs in the
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(a) Sparse deployment 

(b) Dense deployment 

(a) Sparse deploymyy entnn

Fig. 3. Number of slots required for pure decoding discovery. 
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discovery block, and the dense deployment case, referring to the

case where the number of devices attempting discovery is higher

than the available PRBs in the discovery block. Note that towards

a fair comparison between the sparse and the dense case, we use

the same network density for both cases, meaning that the mean

number of neighbors per device remains the same. 

6.1. Evaluation step 1 (pure decoding) 

6.1.1. Discovery latency 

In Fig. 3 , the behavior of each scheme is depicted for the sparse

and the dense deployment case ( Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b), respec-

tively). Discovery ratio in y axes depicts the percentage of proxim-

ity devices that have been detected, while the latency in x axes the

number of slots uses. As depicted in Fig. 3 (a) the resource alloca-

tion approaches (FQ-G and RA-B) have identical behavior and per-

form very close to optimum. The RP and the SA-BC seem to require

the same number of slots ( ∼170 slots), but RP approach detects

more of the neighbors at the beginning. On the other hand, the

SA-MC has much worst performance than the other approaches re-

quiring about 300 slots. In Fig. 3 (b), the behavior of the approaches
hanges, and SA-MC performs better than the other approaches. In

Q-G the proximity information seems to be acquired very slowly

s multiple discovery devices are locked to the same PDRID and

he interference based reselection does not help for the pure de-

oding approach. This is an interesting result since it implies that

or high SIR thresholds, i.e., for low sensitive receivers, the intelli-

ence of the FQ-G approach is hardly exploitable. 

.1.2. Transmissions required 

Fig. 4 depicts the transmissions required prior every device in

he network detects its vicinity for the sparse and the dense de-

loyment cases ( Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b), respectively). As can be ob-

erved in Fig. 4 (a), the resource allocation approaches (FQ-G and

A-B) have better performance than their competitors, since the

ollisions are avoided via a hard allocation of each device to dif-

erent PRB. Additionally, the number of transmissions they require

s close to optimum and the depicted difference is due to the half-

uplex constraint. In Fig. 4 (a), it is also notable that the perfor-

ance of the SA-MC approach is significantly lower than that of

ts competitors, since the number of devices attempting discov-

ry at each slot are more than the N available PRBs, and thus,
F 
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(a) Sparse deployment

(b) Dense deployment

(a) Sparse deploymyy entnn

Fig. 4. Number of transmissions required for pure decoding discovery and. 
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ore collisions occur. The performance in the dense case deterio-

ates for all the approaches and the number of required transmis-

ions in much more than the optimum ( Fig. 4 (b)). This is reason-

ble since the number of collisions is increasing rapidly (due to

he pigeonhole principle). In Fig. 4 (b), the random and the aloha

ased approaches perform better than the FQ-G approach, since

Q-G has been designed towards exploiting the interference tem-

erature that is available for spatial spectrum reuse, and this char-

cteristic is hardly exploited in the pure decoding scenario. 

.2. Evaluation step 2 (SIR-based) 

.2.1. Discovery latency 

In Fig. 5 , we depict the discovery ratio for SIR-based receivers

n the sparse and the dense deployment cases ( Fig. 5 (a) and Fig.

 (b), respectively). Improved performance for all the approaches

s observed, since the SIR level at the receivers provides interfer-

nce tolerance, allowing the spatial spectrum reuse of the PRBs.

specially the RP, RA-B, and the FQ-G approaches perform very

ell for both the sparse and the dense deployment cases ( Fig. 5 (a)
nd Fig. 5 (b)). The performance of the RP in terms of latency is

uite noticeable, pointing out that even with 2,5X more devices

han the available PRBs (there are 400 devices for 161 PRBs)

here is no need for sophisticated access to the radio resources.

dditionally, for the dense deployment case ( Fig. 5 (b)) we can

bserve that the SA-MC performs better than the SA-BC approach.

his is because in the SA-BC the transmission probability per PRB

s lower. Practically, since we target on the neighbor discovery

cenario, i.e., each edge of the proximity graph should be detected

rom both directions, the discovery process is slower when a low

ransmissions probability is used. 

.2.2. Transmissions required 

Fig. 6 depicts the transmissions required for the neighbor dis-

overy per evaluated approach, considering the SIR-based scenario.

ig. 6 (a) focuses on the sparse deployment case, while Fig. 6 (b)

n the dense one. The main result here is that the FQ-G is re-

ilient to an increase of the number of devices attempting dis-

overy, providing better scalability in comparison with the other

pproaches. This is an important asset for the FQ-G approach;
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Fig. 5. Number of slots required for SIR-based discovery. 
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however, it should be noted that we have considered here the best

sensing probability for this approach, the calculation of which is

in practice a quite challenging issue. Another observation revealed

from both figures is that the increased number of required trans-

missions for the RP approach in comparison to the more sophis-

ticated FQ-G approach, which actually quantifies the cost of the

simple practice of the RP approach, where all devices transmit in

every discovery block. 

7. Conclusions 

The proliferation of D2D communications in cellular networks is

expected to be beneficial from a variety of perspectives. However,

it will shift the current cellular communication paradigm to a more

flexible and dynamic state, raising new technical challenges, such

as the device discovery problem. We have studied the main cate-

gories of device discovery protocols in the literature and examined

discovery design directions posed by 3GPP standardization process.

Focusing on the main LTE discovery scenario, where a frequency-
ime block is dedicated for discovery purposes, various radio access

pproaches have been discussed and evaluated, while key perfor-

ance aspects and useful remarks on the optimal theoretical per-

ormance have been provided. Random access approaches seem to

ave adequate performance, since they exploit the diversity on the

adio resource utilization. However, more sophisticated approaches

re needed in scenarios where the number of devices attempt-

ng discovery exceeds the number of available radio resources. Al-

hough the centralized resource allocation approach can optimize

he performance even in such scenarios, further work is needed

n designing distributed resource allocation schemes, since the in-

olvement of the eNB in the resource allocation procedure requires

evices in connected mode. In this view, the design of distributed

roximity validation schemes, which exploit the proximity valida-

ion principles described in this paper, is an appealing approach.

dditionally, the plethora of available discovery solutions already

sed for WLANs provides a fertile basis towards designing access

chemes for LTE device discovery, especially for the less studied

ut-of-coverage scenario. 
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(a) Sparse deployment 

(b) Dense deployment 

(a) Sparse deploymyy entnn

Fig. 6. Number of transmissions required for SIR-based discovery. 
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